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VBN Lesson 4 – Beyond the Basics 

Building your Desired Networks 

In the Basics section you started the Value Based Networking process by identifying all the significant people 
in your various networks.  But remember, one of the key VBN concepts is that you should choose your 
connections rather than automatically spending all your time with existing networks.   

A good way to begin networking with purpose is to focus on your specific goals and the contributions that each 
of your networks might make to those goals.  For example, the people in your career network may be people 
you have either worked for or with that found you to be an excellent employee and would be either willing to 
hire you for a position that reports to them or recommend you for a different job.   

The table below highlights some common goals for each of the nine network types.  When you look at each of 
these networks, think about the goals that you are looking to get help with. 

You may identify other or different networks than the ones shown above, but, whatever you call them, these 
networks represent people you know or would like to know.  They are part of your “250”.  They are people that 
you can help (provide value) to achieve their goals and from whom you can receive value to help you achieve 
your goals.  

It is always important to keep adding to your network.  Why?  Networking allows you to be in a position to win 
and be in with the decision makers who are making things happen.  You can't take advantage of that unless 
you position yourself to win by staying in contact with your network. 

Network Goal 
External Business Business Results 

Internal Business Mentor/Sponsor 

Internal Business - Matrix Thriving vs. Survival 

Career Growth/Employment 

Family Harmony 

Friends Longevity 

Community Giving Back 

Spiritual Self Actualization 

Hobby Shared Experiences 
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Aim High – Think BIG 
Assume for a moment that anything is possible.  Who can you think of that would be the most powerful 
connection you would like to make?  What about Bill Gates?  Melinda Gates?  Barak Obama?  Warren Buffett? 

What would you attempt if you knew you could not fail?  What value would you receive from that relationship? 

You may be familiar with the following story: 

Kyle MacDonald's goal was simple - to trade one red paper clip all the way up to a house. 

The 26-year-old Canadian began his quest in 2005.  He had no job, but he had 
the paper clip and Craigslist. 

Thousands of people began showing up and, almost immediately, MacDonald 
was trading up, beginning with two women from Vancouver offering a fish pen. 

"Trade one red paper clip for one fish pen," MacDonald said, "for one door 
knob, for one camping stove, for one generator, for one instant party, for one 
snowmobile, for one trip to Yahk [in British Columbia, Canada], for one cube 
van, for one recording contract, for one year of rent in Phoenix, for an afternoon with Alice Cooper." 

Rocker Alice Cooper?  "That was the most bizarre moment of this entire project – I was standing on stage with 
Alice Cooper in Fargo, N.D., with a giant, red paper clip," MacDonald said. 

He traded the rest of his time with Cooper for a snow globe.  And his followers thought that would be it and it 
would all end there -- without a house. 

But no ... enters actor Corbin Bernsen, an avid snow globe collector, who wanted MacDonald's snow globe 
and offered a paid role in his new movie in exchange.  The people of Kipling, Saskatchewan, Canada, wanted 
the movie role.  Their offer?  Finally, the house!  Less than one year from the first trade. 

"It's a real relief, because I've been frantically worried that I won't pull this off," MacDonald said, "and I'd be a 
bit of a loser if I didn't trade a red paper clip for a house." 

Give yourself permission to aim high in work and life.  Take time to dream and plan. 

Who is that key relationship that you want to have as part of your value based network? 

“Most people don’t aim too high and miss. 
They aim too low and hit.” 

--Bob Moawad 
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VBN EXERCISE 5 - Your Top 5 for Focus 
Now that you have given some thought to your networks in terms of goals you could meet and the possibilities 
to add exciting new connections, go back to the network lists you created and add names if appropriate.  You 
may also have identified connections you want to make that don’t have a name yet; e.g. “Someone who has 
experience in industry X, or knows how to do Y”.   

From those lists, pick the first five people you are going to focus on. Print and complete the following form.

Name 

What Value 
Could They 
Provide to 

You? 

What Value 
Can You 

Provide to 
Them? 

What First Action Will 
You Take to Invest in 

this Relationship? 

Date - 
Deadline 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.
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